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VIEW

The Suits Don’t Get It

EDITOR'S

This summer the Campbell
Soup Company announced plans to sell
its Bolthouse Farms
subsidiary. The press
stories noted that
the 149-year old
firm wanted to divest of its fresh food
Tim Linden
businesses and concentrate on its traditional core businesses – snacks
and beverages… primarily canned soup, a category
that has experienced sharp declines in use.
This isn’t new for Campbell’s. In the mid1980s it bought a venerable fresh produce distribuBy Tim Linden tor – Mendelson-Zeller Co. – ran it into the ground
and sold it five years later. My Dad worked for M-Z
for many years during his career and my brother
was employed by the firm’s berry division while
Campbell’s was involved. At about that same time,
another brother worked for an apple shipper in
Washington that was purchased by Welch’s. Though
owned by a farmer’s co-op,Welch’s has long been a
corporate entity run by suits, not farmers.
This column is not meant to be a wholesale
indictment of corporate America. There is no doubt,
our industry has become much more “corporate”
over the past few decades. And I am sure there
is much good that has come from decisions being
made with the help of the school-learned analysts
more often available in the corporate world. And
of course, the retail outlets in this country that buy
the vast majority of fresh produce are corporate,
public entities.
But corporate America and the fresh produce
supply sector don’t have a great track record. It just
isn’t a good fit. Especially for companies that have
core businesses in other sectors and add a fresh
produce division or add produce to their “fresh
foods” lineup. Often those fresh foods aren’t really
fresh, such as Welch’s grape jelly.
In today’s investment environment, the fit appears to be sloppy at best. Campbell’s press release
said it was looking for a buyer for Bolthouse Farms
in an effort to enhance shareholder value. Make no
mistake about it, Campbell Soup is in trouble. Its
soup sales dropped 14 percent in its most recent
quarter. It needs to do something. But it seems
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strange that the company is going to focus on dying
soup sales rather than the fresh department, which
is where virtually every trend forecast shows is
driving food sales.
But fresh foods sales, especially fresh produce,
don’t always produce a pretty graph. We all know
that weather, presenting itself as a factor of supply, has a bigger impact on profits than sales. Any
produce company can have double digit decline
in sales and still see growth in profits. And even
more frustrating to the suits is that growth in sales
does not necessarily equate to growth in profits.
Nothing is better in boosting profits than a storm
that wipes out 25 percent of the crop…especially if
the reduction is from some other area. Again, fresh
produce sales often have confusing profit charts to
the number crunchers.
In the 1980s, both my brothers retold stories
of trying to explain to corporate officers why more
sales of apples or berries in a particular quarter
could easily result in declining revenues and profits.
That just didn’t make sense. If you sell more soup
cans or jelly jars, sales and profits rise.
Corporate board members look good in
tailored suits. Most produce guys buy off the
rack…and that suit is 10 years old and designed
for a different body.Though times have changed, the
well-tailored amongg us in the produce business are
still the exception.
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EXECUTIVE NOTES

Getting It Done

There is a
lot going on at the
FPFC these days, so
much so that I really
haven’t had time to
think about what to
write for this column.
That could be said
for most months,
actually, but it has
Carissa Mace
been par ticular ly
crazy here lately.
Aside from the normal workload, we had a
By Carissa Mace strategic planning session to focus on our directions
for the Northern California marketplace. As that
rolls out, you’ll be hearing more about it in the future,
but it is like dominos. One thing leads to another
and new stuff now has to get done on top of the
old stuff you already needed to do. I’m sure most
people can understand that within the context of
their jobs. You just have to roll with the punches
and get stuff done!
Amy Wun and I have been getting stuff done
together at the FPFC office together for 10 years
now. I took over as President in 2007 and Amy
came on board, starting off as a temp, in June of
2008. One of the most gratifying things for me in
my position has been to see Amy’s development.
As I mentioned, she started as a temp, was hired
in as an office coordinator and is now Director of
Member Services. For a small office, it is remarkable
that she has had that career path.
It really is a testament to Amy’s character,
intelligence and her skill set that she has been willing to learn, grow, and take on new challenges. She
doesn’t just phone it in. She has put in the time and
effort to take on new responsibilities and assume
new job functions. Not everyone does that. I’m
sure you’ve worked with folks who do just phone
it in, do what they need to do to get by and check
out when the clock strikes 5 p.m. (or maybe 12
p.m. or even 8 a.m., since we are talking about the
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produce industry… those wholesale market guys
can work some funky hours!). Amy never phones
it in. She always gives 110 percent and makes sure
the job gets done.
We realized at an event recently that part of
the reason we work so well together is we don’t
take things personally. In general, I’ve noticed people
in the produce and floral industries have thick skins.
And those that don’t, generally don’t last. Everyone
in this industry is busy and not everyone always has
time for niceties or making sure someone’s feelings
aren’t hurt. Sometimes you just gotta get it done!
There are times during events when Amy and I have
snapped at each other because something had to
happen NOW and we don’t think a thing about it
after we snap. We don’t get our feelings hurt and
we don’t take it personally. We don’t even think
about it again. It is over and we move on.
Other FPFC staff are of the same mind set.
Angela Steier is an independent contractor with us
and works closely on events. Same thing – nothing
is personal. You get done what you have to get
done and move on. Jay Guzman joined us as the
Vice President of Business Development in March
and he’s fit right in with the gang. Again, Jay knows
how to buckle down and make things happen.
And again, he knows how to let things roll off his
back. He’s been in sales for years – he has to have
thick skin!
And we still miss Brett Roberts, who left us
last year to move back to Delaware. We still work
with Brett, as he now works for Tyger Sales and
Marketing, which does ad sales for this magazine.
But we are still very bitter that he left us! Again,
Brett just gets things done and that’s the type of
employee we need at the FPFC.
So bottom line in all my rambling this month:
we are very busy but all will be fine because staff
knows how to do what we need to do to serve
membership. I’m not seeing things getting any
slower any time soon, so maybe I should start thinking about my next column now…
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COUNCIL NEWS

The Fresh Produce
& Floral Council
Welcomes the Following
New Members:
Byron Albano

Cuyama Orchards

Michele Huggins

Deer Springs Gardens

Nathalie Marin-Gest
Fair Trade USA

Nannette Andersen,
Shawn Dagen
HS&R Fresh, LLC

Jeffrey McLellan

Jeffrey McLellan-Credit Consulting

Joseph Angelo, Rick Bravo,
Diana McClean, Hilda Medina,
Gary Silacci
Ocean Mist Farms

Aaron Deherrera
Rainier Fruit

Mike Nunez

Sonora Farms, LLC

Nicholas Mark Pasculli

TMD Technology Solutions, Inc.

FPFC MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Fresh Produce & Floral Council
is to connect members to the information,
education and professional network they need to
increase knowledge, grow their businesses and
collectively advance the industry.
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Apples & Pears Have Solid Crops
With Plethora of Organic Fruit
Focus on Northwest Fall Fruit

By Tim Linden
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The Washington State Tree Fruit Association
(WSTFA) has estimated the 2018 fresh apple crop
at 131 million standard 40-pound boxes, which
is down 2 percent from the 2017 crop, but still a
robust crop.
While slightly smaller than last year’s production, prospects look bright, said WSTFA President
Jon DeVaney in a press release. “Harvest has started
for some early varieties, and growers anticipate a
crop of excellent quality fruit. Members also report
improved sizing over 2017.”
The association noted that the Gala apple
is expected to be the largest volume variety supplanting Red Delicious for the first time. Gala is
expected to make up about 24 percent of the volume followed by Red Delicious with 21.5 percent.
That equates to more than 31 million cartons of
Galas and about 28 million cartons of Red Delicious.
These varieties are expected to be followed in order by Fuji at 13.5 percent and Granny Smith at 13
percent of total production, each coming in above

13 million cartons. Honeycrisp is the only other
variety forecast to produce double digit percentage
numbers at 10.8 percent of the total crop. If these
numbers hold true, it would mean that almost 83
percent of the crop will be consumed by these top
five varieties.
It is in fact, the newer specialty varieties that
tend to cause the buzz while the older varieties still
do the majority of the work, though Honeycrisp is
a newer, specialty variety that has broken through
into the top volume tier. Of the other specialty
varieties Cripps Pink Lady is expected to be the top
producer at 4.5 percent, which would represent a
bit less than six million cartons.
Apple harvest typically begins in August and
continues into November. As a result, the WSTFA
emphasized that its forecast is still subject to several
months of variable weather, which can affect the
final harvest total.
Northwest pear growers’ crop estimate for
the 2018-19 season pegged the crop at 20.2 million
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standard boxes, which would make it the fourth
largest crop in history. Based on data reported
from Washington’s Wenatchee and Yakima districts
and Oregon’s mid-Columbia and Medford districts,
444,400 tons of fresh pears are expected to be
packed this year.
“After last year’s very small crop, our growers
are pleased to have a full crop of great quality pears
to meet growing consumer demand,” said Kevin
Moffitt, president and chief executive officer of Pear
Bureau Northwest, in a press release.“Retailers have
a strong opportunity for pear category growth in
the produce department this season and we are
prepared to provide them with individual category
analysis, consumer insights, and effective promotions
to drive pear sales.”
Picking has already begun throughout the four
growing regions of the Northwest and will continue
throughout September. Pick dates for the 2018-19
season are taking place roughly a week earlier than
last season, staying close to the historical average.
With regard to the top varieties, the estimates
for this season are 9.9 million standard boxes for
Green Anjou (about 49.2 percent of total Northwest fresh pear crop), 5.3 million standard boxes
of Bartlett (26 percent of the total crop), and 3.2
million Bosc (15.7 percent of the total crop). Red
Anjou is expected to represent 5.1 percent of the
crop at about one million standard boxes.
The big story for both pears and apples
is that organic production continues to increase
significantly.
Organic apple production is forecast to be
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14 percent of the total, or 18.9 million boxes. That
represents a 30 percent increase in production over
last year, which had registered a 20 percent gain
over the year before.
The organic pear estimate is expected to
come in at two million standard boxes (44,000
tons), which would make up 10 percent of the total
Northwest crop. Newly transitioned orchards and
a strong pear crop overall have contributed to the
growth in organic pears. Out of the entire organic
crop, growers project 753,250 standard boxes of
Green Anjou, with the Green Bartlett and Bosc crop
sizes projected at 698,350 and 384,100 standard
boxes, respectively. If those numbers materialize,
organic pear production from the Northwest will
have shot up 75 percent this year, on top of a 50
percent increase last year.
Many shippers have noted the increasing
demand for organic fruit and are following suit.
“Stemilt has been steadily increasing its volume of organic apples, with a 10 percent increase
anticipated this season,” said Brianna Shales of
Stemilt Growers, Wenatchee, WA. “More than
30 percent of our entire apple crop is grown and
certified organic and available under the Artisan
Organics brand.”
Even with a larger crop, Shales expects a
smoother marketing situation for organic apples this
year. “Last year, we saw increases in organic supplies
and smaller fruit size and yes, lower FOBs.This year,
organics will continue to increase in volume but we
expect better fruit sizing, which will allow for strong
bulk promotions on organics.The demand for organ-
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ics is there and we’re working hard to help retailers
plan successful and bigger-than-ever promotions to
ensure shoppers enjoy organic apples.”
George Harter, vice president of marketing for Columbia Marketing International, also in
Wenatchee, noted that the organic crop is up again
this year, but believes sales will still be brisk. “We
are confident that more and more consumers are
wanting to consume organic apples. Our production is increasing and we think supply is in line with
demand.”
Harter also noted that the individual fruit is
larger this year, which he called a bonus for retailers.
“Consumers that bought four 88s last year are going to be buying four 72s this year which will result
in more pounds and more dollars being rung up
for retailers.”
He expects promotional pricing on organic
apples to kick in as the harvest continues and storage reports reveal the volume associated with
each variety.
Catherine Gipe-Stewar t, communications
manager for Domex Superfresh Growers, said the
company’s increase in organic apple production is
“on par with the industry.” In fact, she said the firm
expects “to nearly double our organic volume in
the next 10 years.”
Like the others interviewed, she believes that
this year’s marketing situation is much improved
over 2017/18. “Last year we saw abnormally small
fruit size which created an over-supply in small sized
organic apples creating the lower market. The good
news in that situation is the industry was able to
get more apples into consumer’s hands, which over
time builds sales. We are very excited about the
quality of fruit this year’s crop will be providing the
consumers, and with a normal sizing profile, we
expect to see the market rebound.”
Another factor that is creating optimism in the
organic apple sales rooms is that there are more
months to market the organic crop to retailers and
consumers because of better storage techniques.
“The Washington apple industry has improved its
storage regime for organic apples that allows for
near year-round supplies,” Shales said. “There is still
a lag for some varieties, however later harvesting
varieties like Pink Lady allow us to offer ‘year-round’
organics because the season for that apple starts
later.”
Though the total numbers are much smaller,
the increase percentage in organic pear production
is even more impressive.
Kathy Stephenson, marketing communications
manager of Pear Bureau Northwest, predicted a
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strong market for organic pears even though the
volume is up substantially. In looking at other similar
crops, including apples, she said the organic volume
of the total output is often around the 15 percent
mark. Even with this dramatic increase this season,
organic pears from the Northwest will still only account for 10 percent of the crop. Stephenson said
this should allow shippers to market organic pears
until the season concludes in June of 2019. “This
year, by February/March organic pear supplies were
depleted,” she said
NWPB will be promoting the organic crop
this year, after a two-year hiatus, through various
means, including specific point of sale material,
merchandising retail calls, the development of
customized promotions, and through social media
interactions. Because of a provision in the 2014
Farm Bill, organic production has been exempted
from mandatory funding of some marketing order
programs for the past couple of years. However,
Stephenson said during this past year’s Pear Bureau
annual meeting, about 80 percent of that production voluntarily opted back into the program for
this season.
“Organic Pears have been a shiny star,” said
Gipe-Stewart of Domex. “We are excited about
being able to support all of our customers who
want our organic pears to get the fruit they have
wanted. As the largest organic pear company in the
Northwest, we have been and will continue to be
the industry leader on organic pears.”
Shales said Stemilt “will see a 20 percent yearover-year increase in Artisan Organics pears, which
is in line with a bigger pear crop this year than last
year. We also expect better sizing on pears, including organics. Approximately 15 percent of our entire
pear crop is organic.”
Andy Tudor of Rainier Fruit Company was a
bit more circumspect when discussing the current
organic pear season. “It’s going to be a challenge
to handle this type of (volume) increase in one
year,” he said.
He said Rainier’s organic volume is up 60
percent on Bartlett, Anjou and Bosc pears and “it
takes time to build programs. The big question is
there enough demand now to absorb it.”
Tudor said on the plus side the fruit quality is
excellent and the sizing looks good. He added that
the increased popularity of two and three pound
consumer pouch bags on the organic side will be
vitally important in increasing sales by the requisite
amount. He also noted that the increased volume
should result in promotable pricing throughout
the season.
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Southern California
City of Hope Luncheon
August 8, 2018
Thank You Sponsors!

Platinum Sponsor
Mastronardi Produce West

FPFC Chairman Alfonso Cano of Lucky; Roger Schroeder; and City of Hope Package Program
Committee Chairman Brian Cook from Pete’s Living Greens presented City of Hope with a check for
$241, 252, the total raised by the industry for the year

Key Sponsors

Consolidated West Distributing
D.L.J. Produce
Grimmway Farms
Westlake Produce Company

Associate Sponsors
Apio, Inc.
Pete’s Living Greens
UnitedAg
Zespri Kiwifruit

Jerry Scorsatto, retired from
Albertsons/Vons/Pavilions,
shared his personal experience
with City of Hope

Paula Rae Metheny from Frieda’s,
Inc. (left) and Cote Clark from LA
Produce Distributors (right) wish
Frieda Caplan of Frieda’s, Inc. a
happy birthday
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Networking Social Hour Sponsor
FreshSource, LLC

Photo Sponsor
North Shore Living

Décor Sponsor
Stater Bros. Markets

Don Gann from Stater Bros. Markets served
as Master of Ceremonies

Connie Stukenberg, California Avocado Commission; Kent Beesley, Idaho Potato Commission;
Paul Kneeland, Gelson’s Markets; Destiny Lee, Ohio State University and Frank Abbate, Frieda’s
Specialty Produce

Phil Fendyan and Kelsey
Cardamone from Renaissance
Foods Group with Jeff Kyer of
Advantage Fresh
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Audrey Dunne from Apio,
Inc. with John Fujii from
Gelson’s Markets
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Sarah Burns and Kyle Hammans from Earthbound Farm with Michael Poore from
Grocery Outlet and Jennifer Ho from General Produce Co.

Jules Buehler from North Shore Living with
Mike Casazza of FreshSource, LLC

Jeff Sunahara, Westlake Produce
Company; Kent Kuwata, Smart
& Final; Vicky Kuwata; and Jay
Helberg, Valley Fruit & Produce
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David Figueroa from Veg Fresh Farms; Dominic DeFranco of Del Monte
Fresh; Sonia Sigur from Melissa’s World Variety Produce and Bernadette
Berumen from California Specialty Farms enjoy extra networking time at
the Post Event Networking Social Hour

Jerry Stutz and Dale Liefer of Pura Vida
Farms with Bill Brooks of Westlake Produce
Company

Prior to the luncheon, FPFC Apprentices
attended a session on foodservice
moderated by Marty Craner from B&C
Fresh Sales and featuring Mike O’Leary
from Boskovich Farms; Jin Jiu Wilder
from LA & SF Specialty Produce; and
Michael Silva from Diversiﬁed Restaurant
Systems, Inc.

To see more photos, search #FPFCLunch or visit us on Facebook at facebook.com/FPFCorg
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Focus on Organics

Del Rey Increases Commitment
To Organic Avocados
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It has been more than 12 years now since
Del Rey Avocado made both a strategic and social
decision to commit a significant amount of the
product the firm grows and markets to be USDA
Certified Organic.
The family-owned company has been committed to producing high-quality avocados in an
environmentally sustainable manner since its founding in 1969. So, when the company recognized an
emerging trend towards a preference for organic
avocados by a solid percentage of the consumer
population, it decided without hesitation to transition an initial 200 acres in Northern San Diego
County to being certified organic. This was just the
beginning of what continues to be a deep-rooted
commitment to produce the highest quality fruit for
the fastest growing segment in the fresh produce
category.
Over the years, Del Rey Avocado has not only
continued to transition significant acreage over to
organic, but has also made tremendous investments
in planting new trees.This unwavering commitment
has led to a consistent 15 percent growth per year
in organic production for the company.
Organic avocados represent about 10 percent of California’s production. As a percent of its
own sales, Del Rey Avocado’s organic production
far exceeds the industry average. The company is
able to offer organic avocados year-round, giving
the sales force a significant competitive advantage.
At the present time, Del Rey is marketing organics
from all their growing regions with the exception
of Chile.
“New customers are requesting organic
avocados all the time,” said Bob Lucy, company
president. “Some of the hottest markets include
Portland, Seattle, Los Angeles, San Francisco, New
England, New York, and Baltimore. We are seeing
growth in the Southeast as well,” continued Lucy.
“Our goal as a company is to be able to have
consistent volume year-round,” said Patrick Lucy,
company vice president. “This year alone we are

committing 300 new acres of organics internationally, thus enabling us to fill any production gaps in
California.”
Recognizing consumer trends is very important to company leadership. One such trend they
are seeing is consumers requesting more organic
avocados in bags or other types of packaging. The
company continues to look at new innovative ways
to offer avocados in a method that consumers
want, while minimizing its environmental footprint.
Another growing trend is the demand for Fair Trade
products, which the company has been committed
to for the past three years. Donny Lucy said, “Our
Fair-Trade program fits right in with our commitment to organics, social responsibility, the environment and operating in a sustainable manner.”
Del Rey Avocado expects the demand for its
fruit to continue to increase. The company is well
positioned with strong growers and international
procurement team to keep up with the demand
from Northeastern retailers, foodservice, and ultimately consumers who love organic avocados.
In operation since 1969, Del Rey Avocado is a
family-owned business located in Fallbrook, CA.
Del Rey packs California avocados grown from San
Diego to San Luis Obispo County. The company
also has operations in Mexico, Colombia, Peru, and
Chile. With over 40 years of experience running a
quality packing house operation, they continue to
be both farmers at heart and in practice.
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FreshSource: “Making a Difference”
Focus on Representation

By Tom Fielding
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What do you do when you want the job
done in a certain way and you aren’t receiving
the service you expect? Well, if you are Robert
Thompson, president and CEO of FreshSource,
you take matters into your own hands and start
your very own full service sales and merchandising
solutions company.
It’s not like Thompson was a novice at this
when he started FreshSource, LLC in 2011. “The
genesis of FreshSource actually dates back to 2001,”
he said.
Already well known in the produce industry,
Thompson said “in 2001, I decided I could help
grower/shippers sell their produce direct to retailers. Many did not have the necessary contacts
or the budget to manage their own sales. So I
farmed myself out to connect grower/shippers to
the retailer.”
Thompson’s first client was The Nunes Company, promoting the firm’s value-added line of cut
vegetables. “I did this for them for several years,
managing the entire West Coast.”
When Taylor Farms purchased the valueadded business of Foxy, they wanted Thompson
to continue promoting and representing them at
retail. “I was flattered that they would keep me on.
I knew that I had to find companies that would help
us execute on shelf. But I just couldn’t get anyone
to do it to my satisfaction.”
After talking to Taylor Farms about this, the
idea was spawned to take matters into his own
hands. “I explained to my wife, Clarissa, that it was
a gamble, but I was confident that we would be
offering a value and it would be successful.” That is
when FreshSource was born.

Robert and Clarissa Thompson

When the company began, the staff was
small. “It was only me,”Thompson said. Since then,
the firm has grown to encompass 45 employees
and four divisions located in Southern California,
Northern California, Arizona and Pacific Northwest.
“When you have the right model, the seas open
up. We now have more than 40 principals, and the
company has taken on a life of its own.”
When it comes to the philosophy of Fresh-
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Source, Thompson said, “It may sound a little corny,
but we are all about making a difference. In the
current environment, the days of selling product to
someone just based on a relationship is over. You
need to offer value and solutions for both retailers
and principals alike.
“Traditionally, brokers do survey work. Just
checking the boxes is a waste of time, because all
that does is deliver reams of paper.” He perceived
principals were not receiving their money’s worth.
Thompson and FreshSource never subscribed
to the “check the box” aspect of the business, and
instead took it to the next level. “Our team makes
a difference by going out to retailers with a digital
camera and do ‘real-time reporting’ from the field.
All our employees are equipped with iPhones and
iPads to generate immediate feedback.”
He said if they cannot find the principals’
product on the retail shelves, they go into the back
of the store and help make tags. “The produce
department needs constant attention, which is what
we offer and why I believe our company blossomed
so quickly.”
Adding that retailers can be overwhelmed
with the amount of product that they receive and
handle, FreshSource offers retailers in-house support in addition to retail support, scheduling, sitting
in on meeting for the retailers, promoting products
and innovative ways to merchandise them, since
FreshSource is managing multiple brands. “I’ve told
them (and others) that I can provide you with support. We’re there to help!”
Thompson believes that FreshSource immediately recognized a need and filled in a gap with
partnering, merchandising and administrative help.
“Our defining moment came when we came to
the realization that we could provide retail support
at the merchandising level that could assist retailers dealing with all their product. We are there
for our principals to provide support at retail 52
weeks a year.
“This philosophy is where the phrase ‘make
a difference’ comes in. We might have one of the
FreshSource people walk into a store one day and
spend a great deal of time building a display for a
retailer. Sometimes, it might not even be one of our
displays, but it is a way we can create and keep a
bond with the retailer. We truly are there to make
a difference.”
One of the many aspects of FreshSource’s
success that pleases Thompson is the longevity of
his employees. “The first four people I hired here
seven years ago are still with the company and have
moved up the ranks. It’s a source of great pride.”
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Recently, FreshSource was excited to announce that retail veteran Scot Olson joined the
company as president of the North / Northwest
division. Olson was formerly the vice president
of produce and floral at Grocery Outlet and also
worked for 15 years at Albertsons. Thompson
said that the addition of Olson is “truly an honor.
We have an aggressive growth plan for the next
few years, and I am confident Mr. Olson will add
tremendous value to our leadership. As we look
forward to continue to offer retail support, it is
outstanding to have the insights of a veteran retailer
like Mr. Olson, as well as the years of experience
from Mr. Steve Junqueiro who serves us on our
advisory board to help
p us cater our service to the
needs of the retailer.”
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Southern California
26th Annual Golf Tournament
August 22, 2018
Tustin Ranch Golf Club

First Place Team

John Fuji, Gelson’s Markets
Brad Martin, Perimeter Sales & Merchandising
Pat McDowell, Perimeter Sales & Merchandising
Parker Nishi, Melissa’s World Variety Produce

Second Place Team
Andrew Bivens, Westlake Produce Company
Bradley Hall, Smart & Final
Rob Rasmussen, Westlake Produce Company
Jeff Sunahara, Westlake Produce Company

Third Place Team

The Welcome Bar got players to the golf course for some early networking before the
tournament
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Jeff Farley, Empire Marketing Strategies
Micah Shea, Empire Marketing Strategies
Eric Veltri, Empire Marketing Strategies
Sandra Veltri, Empire Marketing Strategies

FRESH DIGEST

Walter Frohmader from Dole Fresh
Fruit tries to avoid the hazards in the
Putting Contest

Melissa’s World Variety Produce demo booth

Sponsors
On Course Demo Stations

Golf Towel

Team Photos

Good Foods Group, LLC
humm kombucha
Melissa’s World Variety Produce
Perricone Juice
Rebbl/Vive
Zespri Kiwifruit

Beachside Produce, LLC
Consolidated West Distributing
Great West Produce Company
Specialty Fresh LLC
Wholesum Harvest

Avocados from Mexico
Frieda’s Specialty Produce
Kern Ridge Growers
Progressive Produce, LLC

Closest to Pin Contest

Name Badge

Legacy Farms
Perimeter Sales & Merchandising

Pura Vida Farms

Cooling Neck Wrap
Westlake Produce Company

Golf Journal Giveaway Individual Longest Drive Contest
Litehouse, Inc.

Melissa’s World Variety Produce

Travis Mathew Giveaway

Hole in One Contest

Apio, Inc.
Marie’s/Ventura Foods

Cal Fresco, LLC

Welcome Bar
West Pak Avocado, Inc.

WJL Distributors

Event Signage

Umina Bros., Inc.

Fresh Gourmet
Henry Avocado Corp.
The Oppenheimer Group
Quebec Distributing Co.
Western Mixers Produce & Nuts, Inc.

Most Accurate Drive Contest

Contributor

Putting Contest

Odwalla, Inc.

OCTOBER / NOVEMBER 2018

Dinner Program

organicgirl
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Contest Winners
Closest to Pin
Hole # 3:
Robert Koep, Veg Fresh Farms
Hole #6:
Rich Jimenez, Professional Produce
Hole #11:
Leo Curiel, Sunrise Produce
Mike Casazza from FreshSource, LLC worked up an appetite playing 18 holes of golf

Hole #17:
Parker Nishi, Melissa’s World Variety Produce

Longest Drive
Men’s:
Chris Martin, Perimeter Sales & Merchandising
Women’s:
Jessica Luna, Pablo’s Produce

Most Accurate Drive
Rob Rasmussen, Westlake Produce Company

A lot of players stayed after
the Awards Dinner to play
the 19th Hole

Golfers stop and enjoy a
break at the Good Foods
demo station

To see more photos, search #FPFCGolf or visit us on Facebook at facebook.com/FPFCorg
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Rick Cruz of Pavilions, chairman of the Golf Committee, served as the Master
of Ceremonies

Jamie Simon from Progressive Produce, LLC shows off her door prize

Championship Tees

Advantage Fresh
American AgCredit
B & C Fresh Sales
Cal Fresco, LLC
CMC Sales, Marketing & Business Development
Consolidated West Distributing
Del Monte Fresh Produce
DLJ Produce, Inc.
Dole Fresh Fruit Co.
Dole Fresh Vegetables
Earthbound Farm
Empire Marketing Strategies
Evolution Fresh
FreshSource, LLC
Good Foods Group, LLC
Great West Produce Company
Kern Ridge Growers
The Little Potato Company
Legacy Farms, LLC
Marie’s/Ventura Foods
Marzetti
Melissa’s World Variety Produce
Odwalla, Inc.
Pablo’s Produce, Inc.
Perimeter Sales & Merchandising
Pete’s Living Greens
Progressive Produce, LLC
Taylor Farms Retail
Umina Brothers, Inc.
Veg-Fresh Farms
Westlake Produce Company
West Pak Avocado, Inc.
WJL Distributors

OCTOBER / NOVEMBER 2018

Chris Jacoby, Veg-Fresh Farms with Vince Maggio, Albertsons Companies; and Mihae Finnie, Del
Monte Fresh Produce

Baltazar Garcia of Pete’s Living Greens with David Mesa, and Dave Juarez from FreshSource,
LLC
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38th Annual Bowling Tournament
September 15, 2018
BowlMor Lanes Orange County

1st Place Team

Umina Bros. Inc.
Veronica Flores, Umina Bros. Inc.
Galen Oliver, Umina Bros. Inc.
Rachel Oliver, Umina Bros. Inc.
Joey Ramirez, Umina Bros. Inc.

2nd Place Team

Quebec Distributing Co.
Peter Garcia, Quebec Distributing Co.
Amanda Nojadera, Quebec Distributing Co.
Chris Nojadera, Quebec Distributing Co.
Lynnie Nojadera, Quebec Distributing Co.

Sponsors
Team Photo Sponsors

Pizza Sponsors

Event Contributors

Bonduelle Fresh Americas home of
Ready Pac Foods
D.L.J. Produce
Legacy Farms
Westlake Produce Company
Wholesum Harvest

Progressive Produce, LLC
Quebec Distributing Co.

4Earth Farms
Apio, Inc.
Legacy Farms
Specialty Fresh, LLC
Taylor Farms Retail, Inc.
Vision Produce Company
Westlake Produce Company
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3rd Place Team

Interfresh, Inc
John Famini, Interfresh, Inc.
Max Famini, Interfresh, Inc.
Terry Iles, Interfresh, Inc.
Ed Morrison, Interfresh, Inc.

4th Place Team

Del Monte Fresh Produce N.A. Inc.
Michael Casazza, Del Monte Fresh Produce N.A. Inc.
Jim Finnie, Del Monte Fresh Produce N.A. Inc.
Mihae Finnie, Del Monte Fresh Produce N.A. Inc.
Seth Kendell, Del Monte Fresh Produce N.A. Inc.

5th Place Team

Great West Produce Company
Dave Lizzarago, Great West Produce Company
Cheyne Long, Great West Produce Company
Sean Villa, Great West Produce Company
Doug Wakabayashi, Great West Produce Company

OCTOBER / NOVEMBER 2018
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Men’s High Series
John Famini, Interfresh, Inc.

Women’s High Series
Veronica Flores, Umina Bros. Inc.

Tournament Participants

FPFC Apprentices Myisha Nathaniel from Raley’s Supermarkets and Laura Sterling from Zespri Kiwifruit

Bonduelle Fresh Americas home of
Ready Pac Foods
Cardenas Markets
Corner Image PKG
D.L.J. Produce
Del Monte Fresh
Dimetri Gardikas Produce Co.
General Produce Company
Great West Produce Company
Grocery Outlet
IFCO Systems
Interfresh, Inc.
LA Produce Distributors
The Oppenheimer Group
Progressive Produce, LLC
Pura Vida Farms
Quebec Distributing Co.
Raley’s Supermarkets
Stater Bros. Markets
Sunrise Produce
Umina Bros., Inc.
Veg Fresh Farms
Westlake Produce Company
Zespri Kiwifruit

Andrew Bivens from Westlake Produce Company with Kent Kuwata from Smart & Final
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Michael Poore from Grocery Outlet shows off his door prize winnings

The team from Oppy sported a rock n’ roll theme

Johana Sandoval and Jessica Sandoval form Cardenas Markets try their hand at air hockey

Tran Nguyen from IFCO Systems gets ready to take out her spare

Kids also took some time to play in the arcade

To see more photos, search #FPFCBowling or visit us on Facebook at facebook.com/FPFCorg

OCTOBER / NOVEMBER 2018
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A DIFFERENT VIEW

My Dinner at the White House

It had been a quest for Tracy and me to finally
dine at the White House again. No, not that one in
Washington, D.C., but the newly reopened one in
Anaheim. The Anaheim White House is not only
known for fine dining, but for its humanitarian and
philanthropic chef and owner, Bruno Serato, whose
charity Caterina’s Club feeds nearly 18,000 meals a
week to needy Orange County kids.
Many Fresh Produce & Floral Council members know Chef Bruno from the Holiday Luncheons
in Cerritos. FPFC members have donated hundreds
of thousands of dollars to Caterina’s Club.
By Tom Fielding
Sir Bruno (he has been knighted by the Italian
government) founded Caterina’s Club, a non-profit
organization inspired by his mother, Caterina, in
2005. Bruno and his mom saw a young boy eating
a bag of potato chips at a local Boys and Girls club,
and when Caterina learned that the snack was all he
had for dinner, she instructed her son to head back
to the restaurant and feed the children pasta.
Caterina’s Club now feeds thousands of children daily, and Chef Bruno’s influence has extended
far beyond Southern California. More than two
million meals have been served in 67 locations in
various cities, states and countries. He has received
many national and international accolades, with one
of his most coveted honors being invited backstage
in Las Vegas to meet Sophia Loren.
Bruno grew up in northern Italy near Verona,
learning to cook from his mom. Arriving in America
with just $200 in his pocket, he secured a job as
a dishwasher at Le Vie en Rose in Brea, CA. He
moved up through the ranks and became general
manager in only five years. In 1987, Serato bought
the Anaheim White House, which is located inside
a national historic landmark.
In February of 2017, an electrical fire engulfed
the White House, which suffered severe damage.
Not only was the restaurant unavailable for its
customers, Caterina’s Club was now suddenly in
jeopardy. Area restaurants and caterers stepped up
to the plate and quickly opened their kitchens for
Bruno and his staff to continue offering dinners for
these “motel kids.” In fact, Bruno has gone beyond
his previous mission by helping “motel families”
move into permanent housing.
The Anaheim White House reopened for
dining in May, and we secured reservations for the
first weekend in June.
Although the Anaheim White House calls
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Chef Bruno Serato and Tom Fielding

itself an Italian Steak House, its cuisine is a lot
more than steak and mouth-watering pasta. The
menu includes some interesting Asian, French and
international influences. When you walk into The
White House, it’s almost like walking into a beautiful
museum. Frescoes adorn the walls of the numerous
rooms that encompass the restaurant.
Since we were early, we headed upstairs to
the bar, where the bartender gave us a little hint.
There is a patio that adjoins the bar, and if you time it
right, you can have your after-dinner libations on the
patio and watch the fireworks at Disneyland, which
we did a couple of hours later. Pretty cool!
As beautiful as the restaurant is, the food is
equally magnificent. We dined again with friends in
August. Every meal served here garnered ‘Wows.”
Some of my suggestions should you dine here
(and you should) are the Rigatoni Carbonara, Osso
Buco Milanese, and for an appetizer, be sure to try
the Etna Volcano: crab, whitefish tempura, avocado,
unagi sauce in a sushi roll topped with fried Shishito
peppers, calamari rings and smoked jalapeño aioli.
The flavor erupts in your mouth. For dessert, do
not miss sharing the Soufflé El Nino, flourless Grand
Marnier soufflé, served with chocolate ganache,
crème anglaise and Chantilly cream.
There’s nothing better than dining at an establishment that serves great food with a delightful ambiance and serviced by professional and personable
people. Chef Bruno kept his loyal staff on payroll
during the months the restaurant was closed by the
fire. Above all, it is a terrific feeling to know that
you are also dining at an establishment that feeds
thousands of underprivileged kids each day.
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